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Introduction

Let's settle one thing. Making cash online is possible. Just head
over to a site called Host Gator and click on their affiliate
program link. You know what it says? Refer 99 people a month
to Host Gator and make $74,250.00 in 6 months time.

But that is not what this book is about.

Hang on.

It kind of is what this book is about. This book is about getting
99 leads worth $12,375 and paying less than $12,375 to do it.
That makes sense, right?

If I give out a list of programs that offer $100+ per referral
then would it not be Your Task to find a method to get each
referral for less than $100 and keep the rest? In fact I have
some ideas about how to not spend a cent and still get those
referrals.
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Let's propose I give out a method to get 1000 hits for free. It is
reasonable to assume 1 in 100 of them will sign-up at the site I
provide. You earn $100 commission on each one.

You therefore then make $1000 without spending a cent.

Sound too good to be true?

Here is what this book reveals (free):

1. The full $1000 a day method
2. 10 programs paying $100 to $1000+ per lead
3. 10 ways to get 1000s of free leads

So I am offering programs that pay $100s in cash per lead, and
then I am offering a method to get those leads free.

Hard to believe, right?

Here are 2 thoughts that go through people's heads at this
point…
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1. Is it legal?

Yes and do not even think about using the old "sign up and I
will split the commissions with you" trick. I am not down with
fraudulent strategies. Getting illegal leads causes bans and loss
of income. This is a 100% legit system. If you do not want to
play fair then this book is not for you.

2. WHY, Oh WHY would you give this out for free?

I am so sick of these sites asking people to pay hundreds of
dollars to learn how to make cash online. Most of them don't
even work. I am never going to ask for your money, so don't
even think about taking that wallet out!

I do not want anything back. Ok – well some promotion would
be nice. Send this book to your friends and I will appreciate it.
But other than that I do not expect anything.

Or you might not be having these thoughts at all and just be
thinking "SHOW ME HOW". In that case, let's get to it.
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1 The full $1000 a day method

$1000 on auto-pilot is much easier than most believe it to be
to achieve. You just need to tell people about cool websites and
products that fill their needs and get paid a handsome
commission for it. This book automates that method as much
as possible.

In this book I have handpicked the best of the best of the
best affiliate programs that are generating MILLIONS DAILY for
affiliates. I have also revealed the secret web promotion tactics
for free that those other sites are charging thousands to teach.

I have set up these strategies so that all readers with no
previous knowledge in affiliate marketing can pick up this book
and after spending a few hours a week make a lifetime passive
income that is on auto-pilot after the first month.
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High Returns with 0 Investment

There are 5 errors most people make when building a passive
income that stop them from generating a lifetime income. This
book ensures that these errors are avoided because it offers
leads creating:

1. Lifetime Commissions

Most programs offer commission for a few months and then
stop – I have listed programs that offer lifetime commission.
Begin making a passive income now and keep making one in
the long-term future.

2. 2-tier commissions

You will make dual-commissions on each lead – generating up
to $1000+ in potential revenue per lead. Most online affiliate
programs fail to offer this and leave people earning pennies.
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Become an Amazon affiliate and make $5 selling 10 books…
Become an affiliate of the programs in this book and make up
to $15,000 for the same 10 leads.

3. Repeat commissions

You will be paid each month per lead. Unlike regular affiliate
programs those in this book are MONEY MAKING MACHINES.
Each of the programs offered in this book have received 5-Star
A+ reviews from all of the leading marketing sites.

You will make dual-commissions each month for life.

4. High conversions

In the online world some products and programs sell well and
others do not. This book has selected the top programs that
are guaranteed to generate successful leads.

I am not exaggerating… most of the products in this book are
downright awesome and popular leading Brand-names.
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5. Promotion materials

Rather than endorsing spam and long-hours of marketing this
book puts people who are seeking these exact programs Into
Your Hands. You will learn the exact methods to get free leads
fast. Just point and click, and make cash!

HOW TO MAKE MONEY

Sign up to the programs in the below section and then use the
simple promotion methods provided in Chapter 3-4 to start
making a massive passive income for life. Remember to follow
these steps and do not give up – this does work.

Important Note

Some of the programs below are updated from time to time so
go to the website at http://rich-free.info to make sure this is
the latest edition of the book. This is Edition 1.
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2 10 programs paying $100 to $1000+ per lead

You do not need to use all of these programs. Check each one
out in depth and then decide on one or a few to use. You will
find in Chapter 3 and 4 all of the information needed to start
making cash with these programs after signing up with them.

1. Forex – Sign up as an affiliate
To sign up click on sign up now!

The demand for simple online stocks trading is huge. Forex
affiliate program offers $250 + 10% of all earnings. If a person
You Referred makes it big on the stock market then that could
be 10% of $1k, $10k, or even $1million+ in commissions. If a
referred lead loses then You Still Make Cash!

The results of this program are incredible. The average Forex
lead can result in $1000+ and even $10k+ revenue.

I explain the sources to acquire leads for Forex in Chapter 4.
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